Photonic Crystals for Enhanced Light Extraction from 2D Materials
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ABSTRACT: In recent years, a range of two-dimensional transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) have been studied, and remarkable optical and electronic characteristics have been demonstrated. Furthermore, the weak interlayer van der Waals interaction allows TMDs to adapt to a range of substrates. Unfortunately, the photons emitted from these TMD monolayers are difficult to efficiently collect into simple optics, reducing the practicality of these materials. The realization of on-chip optical devices for quantum information applications requires structures that maximize optical extraction efficiency while also minimizing substrate loss. In this work we propose a photonic crystal cavity based on silicon rods that allows maximal spatial and spectral coupling between TMD monolayers and the cavity mode. Finite difference time domain simulations revealed that TMDs coupled to this type of cavity have highly directional emission toward the collection optics, as well as up to 400% enhancement in luminescence intensity, compared to monolayers on flat substrates. We consider realistic fabrication tolerances and discuss the extent of the achievable spatial alignment with the cavity mode field maxima.
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Solid-state lighting has enabled a vast range of applications, making it one of the most important technologies of the 21st century, recently recognized by the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2014. Modern fabrication techniques for solid-state devices have enabled the creation of quantum light sources, capable of producing single and entangled photons. Quantum light sources provide a variety of unique applications, such as the ability to securely share information between two parties using quantum key distribution (QKD) protocols. Commercially available QKD systems are handicapped by their large form factor, high cost, and nondeterministic generation of high-purity single photons, leaving them vulnerable to certain attacks. Currently, there is a large drive to develop full QKD systems at the microscopic scale, incorporating the aforementioned quantum light sources as their qubit generators. Other nascent applications of quantum light include beating the classical diffraction limit in quantum imaging, reducing cell damage in the microscopy of biological systems, random number generators, high-resolution metrology, and linear all-optical quantum computing.

Existing implementations of single-photon sources, using atoms, organic molecules, nitrogen vacancies in diamond, and semiconductor quantum dots, often operate at cryogenic temperatures and are difficult to position control. This leads to unsolved scalability challenges, prohibiting widespread adoption of the technology. Recently, considerable interest has been given to single-photon sources based on two-dimensional (2D) direct-gap quantum emitters, such as monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs). For example, single-photon sources based on molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) and tungsten diselenide (WSe2) have been demonstrated, which operate at visible wavelengths, compatible with conventional silicon photodetectors. Furthermore, due to the large spin–orbit coupling, it has been shown that pure spin states can be electrically controlled in these monolayers, as they are protected against decoherence by the spin-split valence band. Another desirable attribute of 2D quantum emitters, and possibly the most interesting, is their ability to be reliably transferred onto different substrates, enabling integration into on-chip quantum photonic circuits. The current bottleneck for the application of this technology is the low optical absorption of a few percent that these monolayers exhibit. This severely limits the luminescence efficiency of light from these monolayers for potential optoelectronic implementations. Existing approaches to circumnavigate this limitation are material specific, such as treatment of MoS2 using organic superacid, tunable Bragg mirrors for MoSe2 and BN heterostructures, and enhancement of MoS2 luminescence via engineered plasmonic structures. Therefore, a universal approach that offers light emission enhancement for all TMDs would prove advantageous to adapt nascent quantum technologies across a wide range of materials. One possible solution is to couple the TMD emitters to photonic crystal structures, which tailors the emission properties to maximize light extraction.
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Monolayer−cavity coupling has been demonstrated recently using an air-bridge photonic crystal. Previous work has shown lasing and an enhancement in the spontaneous emission rate for light emitted from 2D materials.31−34 This method, in principle, offers advantages including contact fabrication and minimized vertical mode loss via the refractive index differential. However, it also results in the cavity’s resonant emission being confined within the high-index slab, rather than directionally coupled out of the plane of the 2D material, limiting the extraction efficiency. We will show that the rod-type structure proposed here directly enhances the extraction efficiency via a vertically distributed cavity mode. In the present work, we consider a monolayer embedded in a photonic crystal consisting of silicon rods arranged in a triangular lattice with a missing rod from the lattice constituting a resonant cavity, as shown in Figure 1a. The important figure of merit here is the light extraction enhancement ratio $\eta_{ex}$ defined as

$$\eta_{ex} = \frac{P_{cav}}{P_0} \tag{1}$$

where $P_{cav}$ corresponds to the power collected from a monolayer coupled to the photonic cavity and $P_0$ corresponds to the reference power measured for a monolayer exfoliated on top of a silicon substrate.

Spatial coupling between the cavity and the monolayer will be achieved by suspending the monolayer over the rods; Figure 1a illustrates this concept. With sufficient lattice separation, the cavity region, consisting of a single missing rod, should allow the suspended flake to sag35 such that the flake’s topological minimum spatially matches the cavity mode’s antinode. Alignment in both position and energy leads to a modification in the local density of optical states such that the spontaneous emission rate can be improved via the Purcell effect, which is proportional to the field amplitude squared. Suspension-induced sag will also result in mechanical strain, which could help to promote the synthesis of defect-trapped excitons.36

**METHODS**

The cavity design we propose consists of a triangular array of rods surrounded by air for optimum index contrast. The rods have a refractive index of 3.9, corresponding to the refractive index of silicon at the MoS$_2$ monolayer emission wavelength of approximately 660 nm. We consider the MoS$_2$ emission wavelength due to its high neutral and charged exciton binding energies, which makes it a promising candidate for room-temperature quantum light sources. Nonetheless, our design is universal, as the normalized parameters may be scaled and adjusted to match any light-emitting TMD. Three-dimensional
finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations of the dipole cavity modes of this rod-type photonic crystal cavity were performed using open-source software written by Oskooi et al.\textsuperscript{37} In all the simulations performed, perfectly matched layers were incorporated at the boundaries of the simulation domain to avoid unnecessary reflections of light. The rods’ radii were varied between 0.155α and 0.170α (where α is the lattice constant) to obtain the optimum radius in which the Q-factor and the corresponding extraction enhancement factor η exp were maximized. Unsurprisingly, the rod’s height also influences photonic confinement, if the rods are too short, the mode shape can extend into the air above the photonic crystal. Subsequently, the reduction of the spatial interface between the mode and the rods reduces the light extraction ratio. Conversely, if the rods are too tall, higher order modes and propagating modes can form within the structure. Furthermore, high aspect ratio rods require complex etching methods to achieve the required degree of anisotropy. Previous work has shown that the maximum gap size for a square rod-type photonic crystal is calculated for rod heights of approximately 2.3α, corresponding to approximately 2 cavity mode wavelengths.\textsuperscript{38} In our work, we found that this also applies to triangular lattices. Therefore, the rods’ height was fixed to 2.3α in all simulation runs.

Compared to air-bridge photonic crystal structures,\textsuperscript{31–34} rod-type photonic crystals have a lower dielectric–air ratio in their lattice, effectively suppressing photonic absorption of the luminescence. This makes our cavity structure less influential to light absorption issues. Hence, in all simulations the dielectric constant for the silicon pillars was chosen to be real; that is, any absorption due to the dielectric material within the pillars was ignored.

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Using 2D plane wave expansion (PWE)\textsuperscript{39} simulation methods with the triangular lattice photonic crystal shown in Figure 2a, we obtained a photonic band gap for transverse electric (TE)-like modes at normalized wavelengths of λ = 1.05–1.17α. Subsequently, a defect was created by omitting a single rod from the lattice in a location surrounded by six or more lattice points. For rods with a radius of 0.161α, this creates a localized state at a normalized wavelength of 1.11α, resulting in a light-trapping cavity.

The simulation was run initially with an E_0-polarized source placed exactly in the center of the cavity. A broadband source was set up for initial identification of the confined mode wavelength. An FDTD time slice of the spatial distribution of the cavity mode in the vicinity of the defect for the E_0 mode is shown in Figure 2b. The second component of the TE mode in the plane of the photonic crystal lattice, the E_y mode, was simulated, and the designed cavity was shown to have a confined mode as shown in Figure 2c. It is clear from the figure that the shape of the defect-localized mode for the cavity exhibits the character of the underlying hexagonal lattice. Results for the resonance wavelength of the cavity and its Q-factor were obtained using the harmonic inversion solving technique.\textsuperscript{40} The Q-factor was measured to be more than 300 when the full photonic crystal structure was simulated with 3D FDTD. The relatively low Q-factor is to be expected due to radiative mode loss in the vertical direction.

Modeling photonic crystal cavities using periodic dielectric rods has been reported previously.\textsuperscript{41} A square lattice structure of dielectric rods with radii of 0.2α was used to realize a transverse magnetic mode cavity, producing a cavity mode wavelength of λ = 2.6α. The main drawback that this design suffers from is the small radius requirement of the dielectric rods for a predefined cavity mode wavelength. For example, enhancing light from MoS_2 monolayers at a wavelength of 660 nm would require the lattice constant to be as small as 250 nm and the rods’ diameters to be 50 nm. This renders the fabrication of such cavities a significant challenge for mode wavelengths in the visible regime, even with state-of-the-art e-beam lithography techniques and highly tuned anisotropic etching recipes. Using our proposed hexagonal array design of dielectric rods, the lattice constant and rods’ radius are approximately 595 and 95 nm, respectively, alleviating some of the fabrication challenges. The practical properties of this design make it more attractive to study in the application of monolayers for optoelectronic devices. In addition, the large diameter size of the photonic crystal rods, which distinguishes our design, allows easier transfer of 2D materials on top of the rod structures. This is due to the improved surface contact between the top surface of the rods and the 2D flakes, leading to higher adhesion.

To measure the improved extraction efficiency of light, we mimic an objective lens with a numerical aperture of 0.65 and a flux region of area 2.3α² set up above the cavity, collecting vertically radiated light at a height of 2α above the top of the rods. We obtained the extraction ratio, η exp, by measuring the transmitted power through such a flux region for a cavity-
coupled emitter and the same emitter placed directly on a substrate. The comparison was made between a source within the 3D modeled cavity and a source above a silicon slab, where the dipole represents a 2D flake suspended on the structure as shown in Figure 1b and a flake exfoliated on a silicon substrate, respectively.

Modeling of the collected flux as a function of different photonic crystal rod radii, \( r \), was carried out in order to investigate the effect on the enhancement of the collected light due to nonuniformities in the fabrication of the structures. Figure 3a illustrates the collected flux spectrum as the rods’ radius is changed from 0.155\( \alpha \) to 0.170\( \alpha \). The results show maximum enhancement in the light extraction efficiency when the rods’ radius is 0.161\( \alpha \). As the rods’ radius deviates from this value, the enhancement starts to decrease. It is important to notice that reducing the radius of the rods blue-shifts the cavity modes at a constant rate between 0.155\( \alpha \) and 0.170\( \alpha \). This is anticipated, as the relationships between cell diameters and the resonance wavelength was modeled in many photonic crystal cavity studies.42

Figure 3b plots a comparison between the obtained flux for an emitter inside our proposed cavity structure with rods of radius 0.161\( \alpha \) and for an emitter placed directly above a flat substrate. When the source is placed directly on top of the substrate, a Gaussian curve is obtained, which corresponds to the input dipole source emission wavelength and bandwidth as shown by the black curve in Figure 3b. On the other hand, placing the dipole within the vicinity of the cavity results in an enhancement in the recorded flux, as shown by the red curve. This is attributed to radiation modes from the cavity leaking vertically toward the flux region. For \( \lambda = 1.104\alpha \), the light extraction ratio, \( \eta_{\text{ext}} \), was observed to be approximately 400%.

While strain due to the suspension of 2D monolayer flakes can promote the creation of light-emitting defects,36 the exact position of the defect in the vertical direction inside the cavity cannot be easily anticipated without setting up simulations using finite element methods. Hence, we modeled the change obtained in the emitted spectrum as the monolayer region is suspended above the cavity at different heights for a rod radius of 0.161\( \alpha \). Figure 4 shows simulation results of different flux spectra collected as the position of the dipole emitter is changed along the \( z \)-axis from the bottom of the cavity to the top. Maximum Purcell enhancement should be achieved when the source is spatially aligned with the cavity mode’s electric field maximum; this occurs at the center of the cavity, as shown in Figure 2d. It is clear from Figure 4 that the maximum enhancement is achieved when the emitter is placed at a vertical position equal to half the height of the rods, one wavelength above the substrate, where the cavity’s mode field is maximum. Enhancement decreases when the source is moved toward the top of the rods due to reduced spatial coupling between the emitter and the cavity mode, while also coupling to radiative modes. The same applies when the emitter is placed near the bottom of the cavity, where coupling to substrate-mediated leaky modes is dominant.

It is worth mentioning that L3 cavities that are made by omitting three rods from the photonic crystal lattice exhibit similar confinement characteristics. Preliminary results found that quality factors of more than 100 are achievable, with extraction efficiencies close to 300%. Large cavities such as L3 and L5 can further promote the bowing of 2D materials inside the cavity, improving coupling of the emitter to the cavity mode.

The collection efficiency of emission from the cavity could be further improved by adding a solid immersion lens (SIL) on top of the photonic crystal structure.43 Glass SILs can be reliably positioned with micrometer-scale accuracy. Such SILs have been reported to achieve over 3 times enhancement in the extraction ratio, while SILs made of other materials such as GaAs can achieve over 10 times enhancement.44 The second advantage SILs could offer in our proposed photonic structure is the enhanced vertical confinement due to total internal reflection inside the cavity. By adding a slab of a similar refractive index to that of glass, FDTD simulations showed a 4-fold enhancement in the cavity’s Q-factor with the SIL in place. Combining our photonic crystal structure with a SIL could potentially enhance the extraction ratio of light by over 40 times. This makes combining a SIL with our proposed rod-type photonic crystal cavity a promising method for efficient extraction of light from 2D monolayer light emitters such as TMDs.

### CONCLUSION

In this work we proposed a scheme for coupling two-dimensional transition metal dichalcogenide monolayers to a...
rod-type photonic crystal cavity. The proposed photonic cavity structure can be scaled to couple to a wide range of TMD monolayers’ emission wavelengths. While the simulated cavity in this work was made of silicon rods, the design is invariant when gallium arsenide or materials of similar refractive indices are used. By transferring a monolayer on top of our proposed cavity structure, the sagging of the monolayer within the cavity allows coupling between the cavity mode and the TMD emitter. We compared the extraction ratio of light from a monolayer coupled to our cavity with a case in which the monolayer is transferred onto a bulk substrate. We found that our structure can provide up to 4 times enhancement in the extraction ratio. We performed a series of simulations to show how susceptible the design is to changes in the rod radius and the vertical position of the light emitter inside the cavity. Simulations were carried out for rod radii between 0.155α and 0.170α, where maximum enhancement was achieved for a radius of 0.161α. The enhancement decreases slowly as r is changed. The enhancement in the extracted light is also affected by the vertical position of the emitter within the cavity along the z-axis. Optimum enhancement is achieved when the dipole is at the center of the cavity, where the electric field is at a maximum. This allows the greatest coupling to the emitter, whereas the enhancement decreases gradually as it reaches the top of the cavity. Finally, we discussed how solid immersion lenses placed on top of the cavity could be used to enhance vertical confinement of the cavity mode within the vicinity of the cavity, increasing the total light extraction ratio to over 40 times. This enhancement is a strong step forward toward improved extraction efficiency of quantum and classical light from TMD-based devices.
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